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ARGUMENT 
INCONSISTENCIES WITHIN THE UNDERINSURED MOTORIST 
STATUTE AND THE INSURANCE CODE HAVE CREATED A 
LOPSIDED PLAYING FIELD BETWEEN INSURERS AND INSUREDS 
In 2000, as is presently the case, Utah's Insurance Code expressed two purposes 
relevant to the issues Appellant, Charisse Phillips (Phillips), presents on appeal. U.C.A. 
§31A-1-102 (2) and (7) (2000) provides: 
"The purposes of the Insurance Code are to: 
(2) ensure that policy holdersy claimants and insurers are 
treated fairly and equitably; 
(7) maintain freedom of contract and enterprise'" 
Phillips' claims in this matter are grounded on application of both §31A-1-102 (2) 
and (7), while Appellee, Farmers Insurance Group's (Farmers) arguments appeal mainly 
to §31A-1-102 (7). For instance, in response to Phillips9 constitutional claims, Farmers 
argues, on page 19 of its brief, under Allen v. Prudential Property and Casualty 
Insurance Company, 839 P.2d 798 (Utah 1992), "the Utah courts recognized the "active 
and preeminent role " of the legislative and executive branches in the area of insurance. " 
On page 20, Farmers' brief quotes the Allen court for support, "That Code [the 
Insurance Code] expresses an intent that "freedom of contract" be maintained, Utah 
Code Annotated §31 A-1-102(7), and that written contracts be the primary means by 
which this freedom to contract be exercised". Id. at 806. 
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However, Phillips' appeal in this matter does not seek to negate Framers' 
"freedom of contract." Rather she asks that the Court recognize under the code (§31 A-l-
102 (2000)), the parties' rights to be treated fairly and equitably are at least equal to and 
perhaps paramount to protecting their freedom of contract, given the former's position of 
second in the list of eleven purposes for enacting the insurance code found in U.C.A. 
§31 A-1-102 (2000). Arguably, the legislature recognized, when it enacted U.C.A. 
§31 A-1-102 (2000), if insureds were in a position to equitably bargain with insurers for 
automobile liability coverage, they could protect their own interests. But Utah courts 
have recognized insureds are in a precarious position when it comes to purchasing 
insurance. The court in U.S. Fidelity and Guar. Co. v. Sandt 854 P.2d 519 (1993) 
stated: 
"("In construing a policy of life insurance, that 
interpretation is to be placed upon the words of the policy 
which is most favorable to the insured."). This 
fundamental rule is based on the fact that an insurance 
policy is a classic example of an adhesion contract. 
Insurance contracts are typically drafted by 
insurance company attorneys who are duty-bound to 
protect the interests of their clients. The terms of a 
typical insurance policy are not negotiated by the insurer 
and the insured. A policy is usually offered on a take-it-
or-leave-it basis. Id. at 522." 
If insureds do not have the ability to protect their interests by negotiating 
contractual terms of their insurance coverage and insurers draft their contracts to protect 
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their own interests, then insureds have only the state legislature and the courts to turn to 
when they are not treated equitably. Unfortunately, in Utah, the legislature has 
abrogated its duty to protect the equitable interests of insureds in favor of the contractual 
and financial interests of insurers. The most recent manifestation of the legislature's 
unfortunate predisposition in favor of insurers can be found in its legislative response to 
the Utah Supreme Court's decision in State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance 
Company v. Green, 89 P.3d 97 (Utah 2003). 
In Green, the court determined the applicable provisions of the insurer's contract 
and the Utah code authorized interpolicy stacking. The insured (Lora Green) purchased 
two separate policies of under insured motorist (UIM) coverage. She was subsequently 
injured in an accident involving one of her vehicles. She attempted to recover UIM 
benefits under both of her policies. The court examined the applicable contract and 
statute (U.C.A. §31 A-22-305 (1995)) and held Lora Green was entitled to "recover up to 
the limits of her UIM for any one vehicle under both of her policies.," 
coverage. Id. at 108-109. 
In response, the 2004 legislature amended U.C.A. §31A-22-305(10)(b)(viii) 
(2004) to provide: 
(viii)(A) As used in this section, "interpolicy stacking" 
means recovering benefits for a single incident of loss 
under more than one insurance policy. 
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(B) Except to the extent permitted by this Subsection (10), 
interpolicy stacking is prohibited for underinsured 
motorist coverage. 
The legislative enactment in this regard effectively overruled the Green court's 
decision for all future policy holders. However, the legislature also went one step 
further, providing, as noted in the Amendment Notes to U.C.A. §31A-22-305 (2004): 
"Retrospective Operation. Laws 2004, ch. 204, which 
amended this section provides in §2: "(1) Subsections 
U.C.A. §31A-22-305(7)(f) and (10)(b)(viii) apply 
retroactively to any claim on or after January 1, 1995 for 
which as of May 3, 2004, a court of competent 
jurisdiction has not issued a final unappealable judgment 
or order. (2) The Legislature finds that the retroactive 
application of Subsections §31A-22-305(7)(f) and 
(10)(b)(viii): (a) does not enlarge, eliminate, or destroy 
vested rights; and (b) clarifies legislative intent." 
The result, by amending U.C.A. §31 A-22-305, the 2004 legislature not only established 
its intent for future application of the law, but is also interpreting the intent of the 1995 
legislature and the statute that legislature created, under which Green was decided. 
This brief is not to argue whether retroactive application of U.C.A. §31 A-22-305 
(2004) is appropriate. Philips points in this regard are two: First, rather than promoting 
the freedom of contract called for in U.C.A. §31A-1-102(7) (2000), those portions of 
U.C.A. §31 A-22-305 (2000), which Farmers relies on to support denial UIM benefits to 
Phillips, actually interfere with contractual freedoms. As the court noted in Green, the 
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provisions of the UIM statute preempt otherwise applicable policy terms. Supra, at 106. 
Even if an insurance provider was inclined to expand UIM coverage, the law may not 
allow fnr MK'II id inn. 
Second, in addition to interfering with Phillips5 freedom of contract, application 
of the law, as proposed by Farmers, also violates U.C.A. §31 A -1 - i u J u ) UAJU; "nt 
stati ite provides that the ii ISI u ance code w a s created to in • •> • • --or- - • *M 'M--
and insurers are treated fairly and equitably. In this regard, in addition to the arguments 
set forth in the Brief of Appellant, Phillips requests the Court's consideration ot Hamilton 
M u t u a l ii u>. v w. v. v. u l l e d S i a l i c 1 idc i i iy LV, vJUalali iv V. v '* S V "«j * ••• 
(1996). Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co. rose out of circumstances similar but not identical to 
those which gave rise to Phillips''claims in this matter. 
In HamiiKJii ;viuiuai mS. I u ' ' ' ; ' -1^ 'M ] 
automobile collision. Gibsons had a UIM policy on the car they were in when injured. 
Gibsons also had two other UIM policies, on two other cars which were available for 
t l | e i 1 "I ", 1 I i | » | )C . i I i i 'I I" 1111" i v v p n • I i v r t i ; | i i i | \ h v ( i ih».'i)i]K*' I 11 if 1 11111\ 111 r 1' 
regarding whether coverage was available to the Gibsons under each of the UIM 
policies. In ruling that Gibsons were entitled to coverage under all three UIM policies, 
ii , -) *" ' '-MMM Lhaf'tm v. kentucivv ; aim Bureau ins, t O. -
789 S.W.2d 754 (1990) which examined a similar issue. In particular, the Hamilton 
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Mutual Ins. Co. court cited language from Chaffin, which is relevant to Phillips' claims 
in this matter: 
If appellant had been injured by an uninsured motorist 
while riding in the vehicle of a friend or while walking 
across a street, uninsured motorist coverage would have 
been available from all three of her uninsured motorist 
policies, (citations omitted). By its own terms, the other 
vehicle exclusion in appellant's policy would not be 
applicable to such facts. It was significantly more 
probable, however, that appellant would be injured by an 
uninsured motorist while operating or riding as a 
passenger in her own motor vehicle and indeed, she was 
injured under just such circumstances. Inasmuch as 
uninsured motorist coverage "has a number of aspects of 
accident insurance," it is contrary to the underlying 
purpose of such coverage to allow recovery upon multiple 
policies in the extraordinary situation and deny same in 
the more conventional circumstance, (citation omitted). 
It is always possible to exclude coverage to such an extent 
that only in the rarest of circumstances would a claim 
ever arise. Such, of course, defeats the underlying 
purpose of insurance. Appellee's argument that such an 
exclusion is necessary for prevention of fraud is simply 
insufficient to overcome the other relevant considerations 
and the exclusion is therefore unreasonable. Hamilton 
Mutual Ins. Co. at 469, citing Chaffin at 757. 
The Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co. court went on to state: 
Although we are presented with a situation in which 
three separate carriers insured the three vehicles for 
UIM, as well as UM, the foregoing rationale applies as 
forcefully in this case as it did in Chaffin. Quite simply, 
had the Gibsons been injured while riding as a passenger 
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in another's vehicle, there would be no dispute that 
coverage would be available from all three carriers. 
Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co. at 469. 
Similarly, in Phillips' case, if she was injured by an underinsured motorist while 
riding in the car of another person, even if the injury was due to the negligence of the 
driver of the car in which she was in, Phillips' UIM insurance would cover her claims. 
As the Hamilton Mutual Ins. Co. court noted, it is much more likely an accident victim 
(such as Phillips) would be injured while a passenger in the victim's own vehicle than 
that of another, by virtue of the fact one tends to spend more time in one's own vehicle. 
In all respects Phillips is an innocent victim. She purchased UIM coverage to 
protect her in circumstances such those that gave rise to her injuries in this matter. It is 
simply not reasonable to exclude her from coverage simply because she was riding in a 
vehicle available for her use and driven by her husband. Such statutory exclusion 
conflicts with the purpose and policy of promoting UIM coverage, and with the law itself 
as codified in Code §31A-1-102 (2) and (7) (2000). 
CONCLUSION 
The Appellant, Charisse Phillips, suffered serious injuries while riding as a 
passenger in a car. She was injured through no fault of her own. The liability insurance 
coverage available to her was insufficient to cover her injuries. To guard against such an 
occurrence, Phillips purchased UIM coverage. But for the statutory exclusion claimed 
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by Farmers, Phillips would be entitled to UIM coverage for her injuries. However, the 
statutory exclusion is arbitrary and unreasonable. It conflicts with the very purpose and 
policy of the statutory scheme which mandates the availability of UIM coverage. 
For the reasons set forth herein and in the Brief of Appellant, Phillips requests that 
this Court reverse the lower court's grant of summary judgment in favor of Farmers and 
thereby allow Phillips to obtain UIM benefits through her insurance policy. 
DATED thisT day of November, 2004. 
Law Offices of Kathleen McConkie 
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ADDENDUM -1 
Utah Code Ann. §31A-22-305 (1995) 
V\fest!aw 
Page 2 of 8 
UT ST § 31A-22-305 Page 1 
U.C.A. 1953 § 31A-22-305 
UTAH CODE, 1953 
TITLE 31A. INSURANCE CODE 
CHAPTER 22. CONTRACTS IN SPECIFIC LINES 
PART III. MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE 
Copyright © 1953, 1960-1963, 1966, 1968-1971, 1973, 1974, 1976-1978, 
1981, 1982, 1984 by The Allen Smith Company; Copyright © 1986-1994 by 
The Michie Company. Copyright © 1995 by Michie Butterworth, a 
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. and Reed Elsevier Properties Inc. All 
Rights Reserved. 
31A-22-305 Uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage. 
(1) As used in this section, "covered persons" includes: 
(a) the named insured; 
(b) persons related to the named insured by blood, marriage, adoption, or 
guardianship, who are residents of the named insured?s household, including those 
who usually make their home in the same household but temporarily live elsewhere; 
(c) any person occupying or using a motor vehicle referred to in the policy or 
owned by a self-insurer; and 
(d) any person who is entitled to recover damages against the owner or 
operator of the uninsured or underinsured motor vehicle because of bodily injury 
to or death of persons under Subsection (1) (a), (b) , or (c) . 
(2) As used in this section, "uninsured motor vehicle" includes: 
(a) (i) a vehicle, the operation, maintenance, or use of which is not covered 
under a liability policy at the time of an injury-causing occurrence; or 
(ii) (A) a vehicle covered with lower liability limits than required by Section 
31A-22-304; 
(B) the vehicle described in Subsection (2) (a) (ii) (A) is uninsured to the extent 
of the deficiency; 
Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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(b) an unidentified vehicle that left the scene of an accident proximately 
caused by the vehicle operator; or 
(c) (i) an insured vehicle if, before or after the accident, the liability 
insurer of the vehicle is declared insolvent by a court of competent jurisdiction; 
(ii) the vehicle described in Subsection (2)(c)(i) is uninsured only to the extent 
that the claim against the insolvent insurer is not paid by a guaranty association 
or fund. 
(3) Uninsured motorist coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1)(b) provides 
coverage for covered persons who are legally entitled to recover damages from 
owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death in limits that at least equal the minimum bodily 
injury limits for motor vehicle liability policies under Section 31A-22-304. 
(4) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (4) (b) , the named insured may reject 
uninsured motorist coverage by an express writing to the insurer that provides 
liability coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1)(a). This rejection continues for 
that issuer of the liability coverage until the insured in writing requests 
uninsured motorist coverage from that liability insurer. 
(b) All persons, including governmental entities, that are engaged in the 
business of, or that accept payment for, transporting natural persons by motor 
vehicle, and all school districts that provide transportation services for their 
students, shall provide coverage for all vehicles used for that purpose, by 
purchase of a policy of insurance or by self-insurance, uninsured motorist 
coverage of at least $25,000 per person and $500,000 per accident. 
(i) This coverage is secondary to any other insurance covering an injured covered 
person. 
(ii) This coverage does not apply to an employee, who is injured by an uninsured 
motorist, whose exclusive remedy is provided by Title 35, Chapter 1, Workers1 
Compensation. 
(c) As used in this subsection: 
(i) "Governmental entity" has the same meaning as under Section 63-30-2. 
(ii) "Motor vehicle" has the same meaning as under Section 41-la-102. 
(5) When a covered person alleges that an uninsured motor vehicle under 
Subsection (2)(b) proximately caused an accident without touching the covered 
person or the vehicle occupied by the covered person, the covered person must show 
the existence of the uninsured motor vehicle by clear and convincing evidence 
consisting of more than the covered person's testimony. 
(6) (a) The limit of liability for uninsured motorist coverage for two or more 
motor vehicles may not be added together, combined, or stacked to determine the 
limit of insurance coverage available to an injured person for any one accident. 
Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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(b) (i) Subsection (a) applies to all persons except a covered person as 
defined under Subsection (7)(b)(ii). 
(ii) A covered person as defined under Subsection (7)(b)(ii) is entitled to the 
highest limits of uninsured motorist coverage afforded for any one vehicle that 
the covered person is the named insured or an insured family member. 
(iii) This coverage shall be in addition to the coverage on the vehicle the 
covered person is occupying. 
(iv) Neither the primary nor the secondary coverage may be set off against the 
other. 
(c) Coverage on a motor vehicle occupied at the time of an accident shall be 
primary coverage, and the coverage elected by a person described under Subsections 
(1)(a) and (b) shall be secondary coverage. 
(7) (a) Uninsured motorist coverage under this section applies to bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death of covered persons while occupying or using a motor 
vehicle only if the motor vehicle is described in the policy under which a claim 
is made, or if the motor vehicle is a newly acquired or replacement vehicle 
covered under the terms of the policy. Except as provided in Subsection (6) or 
(7), a covered person injured in a vehicle described in a policy that includes 
uninsured motorist benefits may not elect to collect uninsured motorist coverage 
benefits from any other motor vehicle insurance policy under which he is a covered 
person. 
(b) Each of the following persons may also recover uninsured motorist benefits 
under any other policy in which they are described as a "covered person" as 
defined in Subsection (1): 
(i) a covered person injured as a pedestrian by an uninsured motor vehicle; and 
(ii) a covered person injured while occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not 
owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of the covered person, the 
covered person's resident spouse, or the covered person's resident relative. 
(c) A covered person in Subsection (7)(b) is not barred against making 
subsequent elections if recovery is unavailable under previous elections. 
(8) (a) As used in this section, "underinsured motor vehicle" includes a 
vehicle, the operation, maintenance, or use of which is covered under a liability 
policy at the time of an injury-causing occurrence, but which has insufficient 
liability coverage to compensate fully the injured party for all special and 
general damages. 
(b) The term "underinsured motor vehicle" does not include: 
(i) a motor vehicle that is covered under the liability coverage of the same 
policy that also contains the underinsured motorist coverage; or 
(ii) an uninsured motor vehicle as defined in Subsection (2). 
Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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(9) (a) Underinsured motorist coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1) (c) 
provides coverage for covered persons who are legally entitled to recover damages 
from owners or operators of underinsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death in limits of at least $10,000 for one person in any 
one accident, and at least $20,000 for two or more persons in any one accident. 
(b) The named insured's underinsured motorist coverage, as described in 
Subsection (9)(a), is secondary to the liability coverage of an owner or operator 
of an underinsured motor vehicle, as described in Subsection (8). Underinsured 
motorist coverage may not be set off against the liability coverage of the owner 
or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle, but shall be added to, combined 
with, or stacked upon the liability coverage of the owner or operator of the 
underinsured motor vehicle to determine the limit of coverage available to the 
injured person. 
(c) (i) For new policies or contracts written after January 1, 1993, a named 
insured may reject underinsured motorist coverage by an express writing to the 
insurer that provides liability coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302 (l)(a). This 
rejection continues for that issuer of the liability coverage until the insured in 
writing requests underinsured motorist coverage from that liability insurer. 
(ii) In conjunction with the first three renewal notices sent after January 1, 
1993, for policies existing on that date, the insurer shall notify the insured of 
the availability of underinsured motorist coverage along with estimated ranges of 
premiums for the coverage. The department shall provide standard language to be 
used by insurers to fulfill the insurers' duty under this subsection. 
(10) (a) Underinsured motorist coverage under this section applies to bodily 
injury, sickness, disease, or death of an insured while occupying or using a motor 
vehicle owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of the insured, a 
resident spouse, or resident relative of the insured, only if the motor vehicle is 
described in the policy under which a claim is made, or if the motor vehicle is a 
newly acquired or replacement vehicle covered under the terms of the policy. 
Except as provided in Subsection (10), a covered person injured in a vehicle 
described in a policy that includes underinsured motorist benefits may not elect 
to collect underinsured motorist coverage benefits from any other motor vehicle 
insurance policy under which he is a named insured. 
(b) (i) The limit of liability for underinsured motorist coverage for two or 
more motor vehicles may not be added together, combined, or stacked to determine 
the limit of insurance coverage available to an injured person for any one 
accident. 
(ii) Subsection (b)(i) applies to all persons except a covered person as defined 
under Subsection (c)(i)(B). 
(iii) Coverage on a motor vehicle occupied at the time of an accident shall be 
primary coverage, and the coverage elected by a person described under Subsections 
(1)(a) and (b) shall be secondary coverage. 
(c) (i) Each of the following persons may also recover underinsured motorist 
coverage benefits under any other policy in which they are described as a "covered 
Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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person" as defined under Subsection (1): 
(A) a covered person injured as a pedestrian by an underinsured motor vehicle; or 
(B) a covered person injured while occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not 
owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of the covered person, the 
covered person's resident spouse, or the covered person's resident relative. 
(ii) This coverage shall only be available as a secondary source of coverage. 
(iii) A covered person as defined under Subsection (c)(i)(B) is entitled to the 
highest limits of underinsured motorist coverage afforded for any one vehicle that 
the covered person is the named insured or an insured family member. 
(iv) This coverage shall be in addition to the coverage on the vehicle the covered 
person is occupying. 
(v) Neither the primary nor the secondary coverage may be set off against the 
other. 
(d) A covered injured person is not barred against making subsequent elections 
if recovery is unavailable under previous elections. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-22-305, enacted by L. 1985, ch. 242, § 27; 1986, ch. 204, § 
157; 1987, ch. 162, § 1; 1992, ch. 1, § 4; 1992, ch. 132, § 3; 1993, ch. 271, § 2; 
1994, ch. 316, § 15; 1995, ch. 294, § 1. 
NOTES, REFERENCES, AND ANNOTATIONS 
Amendment Notes. — The 1992 amendment by ch. 1, effective January 30, 1992, 
substituted the present code citation in Subsection (4)(c)(ii) for "Section 41-
1-1" and made stylistic changes. 
The 1992 amendment by ch. 132, effective January 1, 1993, added the subsection 
designations in Subsections (2) (a), (2) (c) , and (4) (b); inserted "or underinsured" 
in Subsection (l)(d); substituted "$25,000" for "$20,000" in Subsection (4)(b); 
substituted "41-la-102" for "41-1-1" in Subsection (4)(c)(ii); added Subsections 
(7) through (9); and made stylistic changes throughout. 
The 1993 amendment, effective May 3, 1993, added "or using" in Subsection 
(1)(c) and in present Subsections (10)(a) and (c), substituted "covered person" 
for "occupant" in Subsection (4)(b)(i), deleted the (a) designation in Subsection 
(6), deleted former Subsections (6)(b) and (c) which permitted election of 
insurance policies, added Subsection (7), and made stylistic and designation 
changes. 
The 1994 amendment, effective May 2, 1994, added Subsection (8) (b) (i) and the 
(8)(b)(ii) designation and made related and other stylistic changes. 
The 1995 amendment, effective May 1, 1995, designated Subsection (6) (a) and 
added Subsections (6)(b) and (6)(c); substituted "Subsection (6) or (7)" for 
Copr. © 2004 West. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works. 
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"Subsection (7) (b)" in the second sentence of Subsection (7) (a); added Subsections 
(10)(b)(ii) through (c)(v) and made related changes; redesignated former 
Subsection (10)(c) as (10)(d) and deleted the first sentence authorizing elections 
of underinsured motorist coverage under specified circumstances; and made 
stylistic changes. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Exclusionary clause. 
Hit and run. 
Cited. 
Exclusionary clause. 
An exclusionary clause to uninsured motorist coverage is permissible. Former § 
41-12-21.1, which required insurers to offer uninsured motorist coverage and 
authorized motorists to waive coverage, did not further require insurers to allow 
an individual to purchase insurance on one vehicle and obtain coverage on all the 
other vehicles in his household. Clark v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 743 P.2d 
1227 (Utah 1987). 
Neither this section nor public policy forbids restrictions on uninsured motorist 
coverage such as an exclusion from coverage of vehicles owned by the insured not 
included in the policy and for which no premiums are paid. Hind v. Quilles, 745 
P.2d 1239 (Utah 1987). 
A policy that covered the insured for any injury caused by an uninsured motorist 
, excluding therefrom only uninsured "automobiles" owned by the insured, did not 
exclude uninsured motorist coverage when the insured was operating a motorcycle. 
Bear River Mut. Ins. Co. v. Wright, 770 P.2d 1019 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). 
Hit and run. 
Utah law does not require an actual collision to recover under the uninsured 
motorist statute. Marakis v. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co., 765 P.2d 882 (Utah 1988) 
(decided under prior law). 
Cited in Wagner v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 786 P.2d 763 (Utah Ct. App. 1990); 
United States Fid. & Guar. Co. v. Sandt, 854 P.2d 519 (Utah 1993). 
COLLATERAL REFERENCES 
Am.Jur.2d. — 7 Am. Jur. 2d Automobile Insurance §§ 2 93 to 2 98. 
A.L.R. — Time limitations as to claims based on uninsured motorist clause, 28 
A.L.R.3d 580. 
Validity of exclusion in automobile insurance policy precluding recovery of 
no-fault benefits for injuries arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use 
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UTAH CODE, 1953 
TITLE 31A. INSURANCE CODE 
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
PART I. PURPOSES, SCOPE, AND APPLICATION 
Copyright © 1953-2000 by Matthew Bender & Company, Inc. one of the LEXIS 
Publishing companies. All rights reserved. 
31A-1-102 Purposes. 
The purposes of the Insurance Code are to: 
(1) ensure the solidity of insurers doing business in Utah; 
(2) ensure that policyholders, claimants, and insurers are treated fairly and 
equitably; 
(3) ensure that Utah has an adequate and healthy insurance market, 
characterized by competitive conditions, the spirit of innovation, and the 
exercise of initiative; 
(4) provide for an insurance department that is expert in the field of 
insurance and able to enforce the Insurance Code effectively; 
(5) encourage cooperation between the Insurance Department and other Utah 
regulatory bodies, as well as other federal and state governmental entities; 
(6) preserve and improve state regulation of insurance; 
(7) maintain freedom of contract and enterprise; 
(8) encourage self regulation of the insurance industry; 
(9) encourage loss prevention as part of the insurance industry; 
(10) keep the public informed on insurance matters; and 
(11) achieve other purposes stated elsewhere in the Insurance Code. 
History: C. 1953, 31A-1-102, enacted by L. 1985, ch. 242, § 6. 
NOTES, REFERENCES, AND ANNOTATIONS 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
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UTAH CODE, 1953 
TITLE 31A. INSURANCE CODE 
CHAPTER 22. CONTRACTS IN SPECIFIC LINES 
PART III. MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE 
Copyright © 1953-2000 by Matthew Bender & Company, Inc. one of the LEXIS 
Publishing companies. All rights reserved. 
31A-22-305 Uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage. 
(1) As used in this section, "covered persons" includes: 
(a) the named insured; 
(b) persons related to the named insured by blood, marriage, adoption, or 
guardianship, who are residents of the named insured's household, including those 
who usually make their home in the same household but temporarily live elsewhere; 
(c) any person occupying or using a motor vehicle referred to in the policy or 
owned by a self-insurer; and 
(d) any person who is entitled to recover damages against the owner or 
operator of the uninsured or underinsured motor vehicle because of bodily injury 
to or death of persons under Subsection (1)(a), (b), or (c). 
(2) As used in this section, "uninsured motor vehicle" includes: 
(a) (i) a vehicle, the operation, maintenance, or use of which is not covered 
under a liability policy at the time of an injury-causing occurrence; or 
(ii) (A) a vehicle covered with lower liability limits than required by Section 
31A-22-304; 
(B) the vehicle described in Subsection (2)(a)(ii)(A) is uninsured to the extent 
of the deficiency; 
(b) an unidentified vehicle that left the scene of an accident proximately 
caused by the vehicle operator; 
(c) a vehicle covered by a liability policy, but coverage for an accident is 
disputed by the liability insurer for more than 60 days or, beginning with the 
effective date of this act, continues to be disputed for more than 60 days; or 
(d) (i) an insured vehicle if, before or after the accident, the liability 
insurer of the vehicle is declared insolvent by a court of competent jurisdiction; 
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(ii) the vehicle described in Subsection (2)(d)(i) is uninsured only to the extent 
that the claim against the insolvent insurer is not paid by a guaranty association 
or fund. 
(3) (a) Uninsured motorist coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1)(b) provides 
coverage for covered persons who are legally entitled to recover damages from 
owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death. 
(b) For new policies written on or after January 1, 2001, the limits of 
uninsured motorist coverage shall be equal to the lesser of the limits of the 
insured's motor vehicle liability coverage or the maximum uninsured motorist 
coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy, 
unless the insured purchases coverage in a lesser amount by signing an 
acknowledgment form provided by the insurer that: 
(i) waives the higher coverage; 
(ii) reasonably explains the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage; and 
(iii) discloses the additional premiums required to purchase uninsured motorist 
coverage with limits equal to the lesser of the limits of the insured's motor 
vehicle liability coverage or the maximum uninsured motorist coverage limits 
available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(c) Uninsured motorist coverage may not be sold with limits that are less than 
the minimum bodily injury limits for motor vehicle liability policies under 
Section 31A-22-304. 
(d) The acknowledgment under Subsection (3)(b) continues for that issuer of 
the uninsured motorist coverage until the insured, in writing, requests different 
uninsured motorist coverage from the insurer. 
(e) (i) In conjunction with the first two renewal notices sent after January 
1, 2001, for policies existing on that date, the insurer shall disclose in the 
same medium as the premium renewal notice, an explanation of the purpose of 
uninsured motorist coverage and the costs associated with increasing the coverage 
in amounts up to and including the maximum amount available by the insurer under 
the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(ii) The disclosure shall be sent to all insureds that carry uninsured motorist 
coverage limits in an amount less than the insured's motor vehicle liability 
policy limits or the maximum uninsured motorist coverage limits available by the 
insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(4) (a) (i) Except as provided in Subsection (4) (b) , the named insured may 
reject uninsured motorist coverage by an express writing to the insurer that 
provides liability coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1)(a). 
(ii) This rejection shall be on a form provided by the insurer that includes a 
reasonable explanation of the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage. 
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(iii) This rejection continues for that issuer of the liability coverage until the 
insured in writing requests uninsured motorist coverage from that liability 
insurer. 
(b) (i) All persons, including governmental entities, that are engaged in the 
business of, or that accept payment for, transporting natural persons by motor 
vehicle, and all school districts that provide transportation services for their 
students, shall provide coverage for all vehicles used for that purpose, by 
purchase of a policy of insurance or by self-insurance, uninsured motorist 
coverage of at least $25,000 per person and $500,000 per accident. 
(ii) This coverage is secondary to any other insurance covering an injured covered 
person. 
(c) Uninsured motorist coverage: 
(i) is secondary to the benefits provided by Title 34A, Chapter 2, Workers1 
Compensation Act; 
(ii) may not be subrogated by the Workers' Compensation insurance carrier; 
(iii) may not be reduced by any benefits provided by Workers' Compensation 
insurance; and 
(iv) may be reduced by health insurance subrogation only after the covered person 
has been made whole. 
(d) As used in this Subsection (4): 
(i) "Governmental entity" has the same meaning as under Section 63-30- 2. 
(ii) "Motor vehicle" has the same meaning as under Section 41-la-102. 
(5) When a covered person alleges that an uninsured motor vehicle under 
Subsection (2)(b) proximately caused an accident without touching the covered 
person or the vehicle occupied by the covered person, the covered person must show 
the existence of the uninsured motor vehicle by clear and convincing evidence 
consisting of more than the covered person's testimony. 
(6) (a) The limit of liability for uninsured motorist coverage for two or more 
motor vehicles may not be added together, combined, or stacked to determine the 
limit of insurance coverage available to an injured person for any one accident. 
(b) (i) Subsection (6)(a) applies to all persons except a covered person as 
defined under Subsection (7) (b) (ii) . 
(ii) A covered person as defined under Subsection (7) (b) (ii) is entitled to the 
highest limits of uninsured motorist coverage afforded for any one vehicle that 
the covered person is the named insured or an insured family member. 
(iii) This coverage shall be in addition to the coverage on the vehicle the 
covered person is occupying. 
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(iv) Neither the primary nor the secondary coverage may be set off against the 
other. 
(c) Coverage on a motor vehicle occupied at the time of an accident shall be 
primary coverage, and the coverage elected by a person described under Subsections 
(1) (a) and (b) shall be secondary coverage. 
(7) (a) Uninsured motorist coverage under this section applies to bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death of covered persons while occupying or using a motor 
vehicle only if the motor vehicle is described in the policy under which a claim 
is made, or if the motor vehicle is a newly acquired or replacement vehicle 
covered under the terms of the policy. Except as provided in Subsection (6) or 
(7), a covered person injured in a vehicle described in a policy that includes 
uninsured motorist benefits may not elect to collect uninsured motorist coverage 
benefits from any other motor vehicle insurance policy under which he is a covered 
person. 
(b) Each of the following persons may also recover uninsured motorist benefits 
under any other policy in which they are described as a "covered person" as 
defined in Subsection (1): 
(i) a covered person injured as a pedestrian by an uninsured motor vehicle; and 
(ii) a covered person injured while occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not 
owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of the covered person, the 
covered person's resident spouse, or the covered person's resident relative. 
(c) A covered person in Subsection (7)(b) is not barred against making 
subsequent elections if recovery is unavailable under previous elections. 
(8) (a) As used in this section, "underinsured motor vehicle" includes a 
vehicle, the operation, maintenance, or use of which is covered under a liability 
policy at the time of an injury-causing occurrence, but which has insufficient 
liability coverage to compensate fully the injured party for all special and 
general damages. 
(b) The term "underinsured motor vehicle" does not include: 
(i) a motor vehicle that is covered under the liability coverage of the same 
policy that also contains the underinsured motorist coverage; or 
(ii) an uninsured motor vehicle as defined in Subsection (2). 
(9) (a) Underinsured motorist coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1)(c) 
provides coverage for covered persons who are legally entitled to recover damages 
from owners or operators of underinsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death. 
(b) For new policies written on or after January 1, 2001, the limits of 
underinsured motorist coverage shall be equal to the lesser of the limits of the 
insured's motor vehicle liability coverage or the maximum underinsured motorist 
coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy, 
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unless the insured purchases coverage in a lesser amount by signing an 
acknowledgment form provided by the insurer that: 
(i) waives the higher coverage; 
(ii) reasonably explains the purpose of underinsured motorist coverage; and 
(iii) discloses the additional premiums required to purchase underinsured motorist 
coverage with limits equal to the lesser of the limits of the insured's motor 
vehicle liability coverage or the maximum underinsured motorist coverage limits 
available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(c) Underinsured motorist coverage may not be sold with limits that are less 
than $10,000 for one person in any one accident and at least $20,000 for two or 
more persons in any one accident. 
(d) The acknowledgment under Subsection (9)(b) continues for that issuer of 
the underinsured motorist coverage until the insured, in writing, requests 
different underinsured motorist coverage from the insurer. 
(e) The named insured's underinsured motorist coverage, as described in 
Subsection (9)(a), is secondary to the liability coverage of an owner or operator 
of an underinsured motor vehicle, as described in Subsection (8). Underinsured 
motorist coverage may not be set off against the liability coverage of the owner 
or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle, but shall be added to, combined 
with, or stacked upon the liability coverage of the owner or operator of the 
underinsured motor vehicle to determine the limit of coverage available to the 
injured person. 
(f) (i) A named insured may reject underinsured motorist coverage by an 
express writing to the insurer that provides liability coverage under Subsection 
31A-22-302(1)(a). 
(ii) This written rejection shall be on a form provided by the insurer that 
includes a reasonable explanation of the purpose of underinsured motorist coverage 
and when it would be applicable. 
(iii) This rejection continues for that issuer of the liability coverage until the 
insured in writing requests underinsured motorist coverage from that liability 
insurer. 
(g) (i) In conjunction with the first two renewal notices sent after January 
1, 2001, for policies existing on that date, the insurer shall disclose in the 
same medium as the premium renewal notice, an explanation of the purpose of 
underinsured motorist coverage and the costs associated with increasing the 
coverage m amounts up to and including the maximum amount available by the 
insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(ii) The disclosure shall be sent to all insureds that carry underinsured motorist 
coverage limits in an amount less than the insured's motor vehicle liability 
policy limits or the maximum underinsured motorist coverage limits available by 
the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
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(10) (a) Underinsured motorist coverage under this section applies to bodily 
injury, sickness, disease, or death of an insured while occupying or using a motor 
vehicle owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of the insured, a 
resident spouse, or resident relative of the insured, only if the motor vehicle is 
described in the policy under which a claim is made, or if the motor vehicle is a 
newly acquired or replacement vehicle covered under the terms of the policy. 
Except as provided in this Subsection (10), a covered person injured in a vehicle 
described in a policy that includes underinsured motorist benefits may not elect 
to collect underinsured motorist coverage benefits from any other motor vehicle 
insurance policy under which he is a named insured. 
(b) (i) The limit of liability for underinsured motorist coverage for two or 
more motor vehicles may not be added together, combined, or stacked to determine 
the limit of insurance coverage available to an injured person for any one 
accident. 
(ii) Subsection (10)(b)(i) applies to all persons except a covered person as 
defined under Subsection (10) (c) (i) (B) . 
(iii) Coverage on a motor vehicle occupied at the time of an accident shall be 
primary coverage, and the coverage elected by a person described under Subsections 
(1)(a) and (b) shall be secondary coverage. 
(c) Underinsured motorist coverage: 
(i) is secondary to the benefits provided by Title 34A, Chapter 2, Workers' 
Compensation Act; 
(ii) may not be subrograted by the Workers' Compensation insurance carrier; 
(iii) may not be reduced by any benefits provided by Workers' Compensation 
insurance; and 
(iv) may be reduced by health insurance subrogation only after the covered person 
has been made whole. 
(d) (i) Each of the following persons may also recover underinsured motorist 
coverage benefits under any other policy in which they are described as a "covered 
person" as defined under Subsection (1): 
(A) a covered person injured as a pedestrian by an underinsured motor vehicle; or 
(B) a covered person injured while occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not 
owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of the covered person, the 
covered person's resident spouse, or the covered person's resident relative. 
(ii) This coverage shall only be available as a secondary source of coverage. 
(iii) A covered person as defined under Subsection (10)(b)(i)(B) is entitled to 
the highest limits of underinsured motorist coverage afforded for any one vehicle 
that the covered person is the named insured or an insured family member. 
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c 
West's Utah Code Annotated Currentness 
Title 31A. Insurance Code 
*! Chapter 22. Contracts in Specific Lines 
*i Part 3. Motor Vehicle Insurance 
-4§ 31A-22-305. Uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage 
(1) As used in this section, "covered persons" includes: 
(a) the named insured; 
(b) persons related to the named insured by blood, marriage, adoption, or 
guardianship, who are residents of the named insured's household, including those 
who usually make their home in the same household but temporarily live elsewhere; 
(c) any person occupying or using a motor vehicle: 
(i) referred to in the policy; or 
(ii) owned by a self-insured; and 
(d) any person who is entitled to recover damages against the owner or operator 
of the uninsured or underinsured motor vehicle because of bodily injury to or 
death of persons under Subsection (1)(a), (b), or (c). 
(2) As used in this section, "uninsured motor vehicle" includes: 
(a) (i) a motor vehicle, the operation, maintenance, or use of which is not 
covered under a liability policy at the time of an injury-causing occurrence; or 
(ii)(A) a motor vehicle covered with lower liability limits than required by 
Section 31A-22-304; and 
(B) the motor vehicle described in Subsection (2) (a) (ii) (A) is uninsured to 
the extent of the deficiency; 
(b) an unidentified motor vehicle that left the scene of an accident proximately 
caused by the motor vehicle operator; 
(c) a motor vehicle covered by a liability policy, but coverage for an accident 
is disputed by the liability insurer for more than 60 days or continues to be 
disputed for more than 60 days; or 
(d) (i) an insured motor vehicle if, before or after the accident, the liability 
insurer of the motor vehicle is declared insolvent by a court of competent 
jurisdiction; and 
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(ii) the motor vehicle described in Subsection (2) (d) (i) is uninsured only to 
the extent that the claim against the insolvent insurer is not paid by a 
guaranty association or fund. 
(3) (a) Uninsured motorist coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1) (b) provides 
coverage for covered persons who are legally entitled to recover damages from 
owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death. 
(b) For new policies written on or after January 1, 2001, the limits of 
uninsured motorist coverage shall be equal to the lesser of the limits of the 
insured's motor vehicle liability coverage or the maximum uninsured motorist 
coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle 
policy, unless the insured purchases coverage in a lesser amount by signing an 
acknowledgment form provided by the insurer that: 
(i) waives the higher coverage; 
(ii) reasonably explains the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage; and 
(iii) discloses the additional premiums required to purchase uninsured motorist 
coverage with limits equal to the lesser of the limits of the insured's motor 
vehicle liability coverage or the maximum uninsured motorist coverage limits 
available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(c) A self-insured, including a governmental entity, may elect to provide 
uninsured motorist coverage in an amount that is less than its maximum 
self-insured retention under Subsections (3) (b) and (4) (a) by issuing a 
declaratory memorandum or policy statement from the chief financial officer or 
chief risk officer that declares the: 
(l) self-insured entity's coverage level; and 
(ii) process for filing an uninsured motorist claim. 
(d) Uninsured motorist coverage may not be sold with limits that are less than 
the minimum bodily injury limits for motor vehicle liability policies under 
Section 31A-22-304. 
(e) The acknowledgment under Subsection (3) (b) continues for that issuer of the 
uninsured motorist coverage until the insured, in writing, requests different 
uninsured motorist coverage from the insurer. 
(f) (i) In conjunction with the first two renewal notices sent after January 1, 
2001, for policies existing on that date, the insurer shall disclose in the same 
medium as the premium renewal notice, an explanation of: 
(A) the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage; and 
(B) the costs associated with increasing the coverage in amounts up to and 
including the maximum amount available by the insurer under the insured's 
motor vehicle policy. 
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(ii) The disclosure required under this Subsection (3) (f) shall be sent to all 
insureds that carry uninsured motorist coverage limits in an amount less than 
the insured's motor vehicle liability policy limits or the maximum uninsured 
motorist coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor 
vehicle policy. 
(4) (a) (i) Except as provided in Subsection (4) (b) , the named insured may reject 
uninsured motorist coverage by an express writing to the insurer that provides 
liability coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1)(a). 
(ii) This rejection shall be on a form provided by the insurer that includes a 
reasonable explanation of the purpose of uninsured motorist coverage. 
(iii) This rejection continues for that issuer of the liability coverage until 
the insured in writing requests uninsured motorist coverage from that liability 
insurer. 
(b) (i) All persons, including governmental entities, that are engaged in the 
business of, or that accept payment for, transporting natural persons by motor 
vehicle, and all school districts that provide transportation services for their 
students, shall provide coverage for all motor vehicles used for that purpose, by 
purchase of a policy of insurance or by self-insurance, uninsured motorist 
coverage of at least $25,000 per person and $500,000 per accident. 
(ii) This coverage is secondary to any other insurance covering an injured 
covered person. 
(c) Uninsured motorist coverage: 
(i) is secondary to the benefits provided by Title 34A, Chapter 2, Workers' 
Compensation Act; 
(ii) may not be subrogated by the workers' compensation insurance carrier; 
(iii) may not be reduced by any benefits provided by workers' compensation 
insurance; 
(iv) may be reduced by health insurance subrogation only after the covered 
person has been made whole; 
(v) may not be collected for bodily injury or death sustained by a person: 
(A) while committing a violation of Section 41-la-1314; 
(B) who, as a passenger in a vehicle, has knowledge that the vehicle is being 
operated in violation of Section 41-la-1314; or 
(C) while committing a felony; and 
(vi) notwithstanding Subsection (4)(c)(v), may be recovered: 
(A) for a person under 18 years of age who is injured within the scope of 
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Subsection (4)(c)(v) but limited to medical and funeral expenses; or 
(B) by a law enforcement officer as defined in Section 53-13-103, who is 
injured within the course and scope of the law enforcement officer's duties. 
(d) As used in this Subsection (4), "motor vehicle" has the same meaning as under 
Section 41-la-102. 
(5) When a covered person alleges that an uninsured motor vehicle under 
Subsection (2) (b) proximately caused an accident without touching the covered 
person or the motor vehicle occupied by the covered person, the covered person 
must show the existence of the uninsured motor vehicle by clear and convincing 
evidence consisting of more than the covered person1s testimony. 
(6) (a) The limit of liability for uninsured motorist coverage for two or more 
motor vehicles may not be added together, combined, or stacked to determine the 
limit of insurance coverage available to an injured person for any one accident. 
(b) (i) Subsection (6) (a) applies to all persons except a covered person as 
defined under Subsection (7)(b)(ii). 
(ii) A covered person as defined under Subsection (7) (b) (ii) is entitled to the 
highest limits of uninsured motorist coverage afforded for any one motor 
vehicle that the covered person is the named insured or an insured family 
member. 
(iii) This coverage shall be in addition to the coverage on the motor vehicle 
the covered person is occupying. 
(iv) Neither the primary nor the secondary coverage may be set off against the 
other. 
(c) Coverage on a motor vehicle occupied at the time of an accident shall be 
primary coverage, and the coverage elected by a person described under 
Subsections (1)(a) and (b) shall be secondary coverage. 
(7) (a) Uninsured motorist coverage under this section applies to bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death of covered persons while occupying or using a motor 
vehicle only if the motor vehicle is described in the policy under which a claim 
is made, or if the motor vehicle is a newly acquired or replacement motor vehicle 
covered under the terms of the policy. Except as provided in Subsection (6) or 
this Subsection (7), a covered person injured in a motor vehicle described in a 
policy that includes uninsured motorist benefits may not elect to collect 
uninsured motorist coverage benefits from any other motor vehicle insurance policy 
under which the person is a covered person. 
(b) Each of the following persons may also recover uninsured motorist benefits 
under any one other policy in which they are described as a "covered person" as 
defined in Subsection (1): 
(i) a covered person injured as a pedestrian by an uninsured motor vehicle; and 
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(ii) except as provided in Subsection (7)(c), a covered person injured while 
occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not owned, leased, or furnished: 
(A) to the covered person; 
(B) to the covered person's spouse; or 
(C) to the covered person's resident parent or resident sibling. 
(c) (i) A covered person may recover benefits from no more than two additional 
policies, one additional policy from each parent's household if the covered 
person is: 
(A) a dependent minor of parents who reside in separate households; and 
(B) injured while occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not owned, 
leased, or furnished: 
(I) to the covered person; 
(II) to the covered person's resident parent; or 
(III) to the covered person's resident sibling. 
(ii) Each parent's policy under this Subsection (7) (c) is liable only for the 
percentage of the damages that the limit of liability of each parent's policy 
of uninsured motorist coverage bears to the total of both parents' uninsured 
coverage applicable to the accident. 
(d) A covered person's recovery under any available policies may not exceed the 
full amount of damages. 
(e) A covered person in Subsection (7)(b) is not barred against making subsequent 
elections if recovery is unavailable under previous elections. 
(f)(i) As used in this section, "interpolicy stacking" means recovering benefits 
for a single incident of loss under more than one insurance policy. 
(ii) Except to the extent permitted by Subsection (6) and this Subsection (7), 
interpolicy stacking is prohibited for uninsured motorist coverage. 
(8) (a) As used in this section, "underinsured motor vehicle" includes a motor 
vehicle, the operation, maintenance, or use of which is covered under a liability 
policy at the time of an injury-causing occurrence, but which has insufficient 
liability coverage to compensate fully the injured party for all special and 
general damages. 
(b) The term "underinsured motor vehicLe" does not include: 
(i) a motor vehicle that is covered under the liability coverage of the same 
policy that also contains the underinsured motorist coverage; 
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(ii) an uninsured motor vehicle as defined in Subsection (2); or 
(iii) a motor vehicle owned or leased by: 
(A) the named insured; 
(B) the named insured's spouse; or 
(C) any dependent of the named insured. 
(9) (a) (i) Underinsured motorist coverage under Subsection 31A-22-302(1) (c) 
provides coverage for covered persons who are legally entitled to recover damages 
from owners or operators of underinsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness, disease, or death. 
(ii) A covered person occupying or using a motor vehicle owned, leased, or 
furnished to the covered person, the covered person's spouse, or covered 
person's resident relative may recover underinsured benefits only if the motor 
vehicle is: 
(A) described in the policy under which a claim is made; or 
(B) a newly acquired or replacement motor vehicle covered under the terms of 
the policy. 
(b) For new policies written on or after January 1, 2001, the limits of 
underinsured motorist coverage shall be equal to the lesser of the limits of the 
insured's motor vehicle liability coverage or the maximum underinsured motorist 
coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle 
policy, unless the insured purchases coverage in a lesser amount by signing an 
acknowledgment form provided by the insurer that: 
(i) waives the higher coverage; 
(ii) reasonably explains the purpose of underinsured motorist coverage; and 
(iii) discloses the additional premiums required to purchase underinsured 
motorist coverage with limits equal to the lesser of the limits of the 
insured's motor vehicle liability coverage or the maximum underinsured motorist 
coverage limits available by the insurer under the insured's motor vehicle 
policy. 
(c) A self-insured, including a governmental entity, may elect to provide 
underinsured motorist coverage in an amount that is less than its maximum 
self-insured retention under Subsections (9) (b) and (9) (g) by issuing a 
declaratory memorandum or policy statement from the chief financial officer or 
chief risk officer that declares the: 
(i) self-insured entity's coverage level; and 
(ii) process for filing an underinsured motorist claim. 
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(d) Underinsured motorist coverage may not be sold with limits that are less than: 
(i) $10,000 for one person in any one accident; and 
(ii) at least $20,000 for two or more persons in any one accident. 
(e) The acknowledgment under Subsection (9) (b) continues for that issuer of the 
underinsured motorist coverage until the insured, in writing, requests different 
underinsured motorist coverage from the insurer. 
(f)(i) The named insured's underinsured motorist coverage, as described in 
Subsection (9)(a), is secondary to the liability coverage of an owner or operator 
of an underinsured motor vehicle, as described in Subsection (8). 
(ii) Underinsured motorist coverage may not be set off against the liability 
coverage of the owner or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle, but shall 
be added to, combined with, or stacked upon the liability coverage of the owner 
or operator of the underinsured motor vehicle to determine the limit of 
coverage available to the injured person. 
(g)(i) A named insured may reject underinsured motorist coverage by an express 
writing to the insurer that provides liability coverage under Subsection 
31A-22-302(1) (a) . 
(ii) This written rejection shall be on a form provided by the insurer that 
includes a reasonable explanation of the purpose of underinsured motorist 
coverage and when it would be applicable. 
(iii) This rejection continues for that issuer of the liability coverage until 
the insured in writing requests underinsured motorist coverage from that 
liability insurer. 
(h) (i) In conjunction with the first two renewal notices sent after January 1, 
2001, for policies existing on that date, the insurer shall disclose in the same 
medium as the premium renewal notice, an explanation of: 
(A) the purpose of underinsured motorist coverage; and 
(B) the costs associated with increasing the coverage in amounts up to and 
including the maximum amount available by the insurer under the insured's 
motor vehicle policy. 
(ii) The disclosure required by this Subsection (9) (h) shall be sent to all 
insureds that carry underinsured motorist coverage limits in an amount less 
than the insured's motor vehicle liability policy limits or the maximum 
underinsured motorist coverage limits available by the insurer under the 
insured's motor vehicle policy. 
(10) (a) (i) Except as provided in this Subsection (10), a covered person injured 
in a motor vehicle described in a policy that includes underinsured motorist 
benefits may not elect to collect underinsured motorist coverage benefits from any 
other motor vehicle insurance policy. 
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(ii) The limit of liability for underinsured motorist coverage for two or more 
motor vehicles may not be added together, combined, or stacked to determine the 
limit of insurance coverage available to an injured person for any one accident. 
(iii) Subsection (10) (a) (ii) applies to all persons except a covered person 
described under Subsections (10)(b)(i) and (ii). 
(b) (i) Except as provided in Subsection (10) (b) (ii), a covered person injured 
while occupying, using, or maintaining a motor vehicle that is not owned, leased, 
or furnished to the covered person, the covered person's spouse, or the covered 
person's resident parent or resident sibling, may also recover benefits under any 
one other policy under which they are a covered person. 
(ii) (A) A covered person may recover benefits from no more than two additional 
policies, one additional policy from each parent's household if the covered 
person is: 
(I) a dependent minor of parents who reside in separate households; and 
(II) injured while occupying or using a motor vehicle that is not owned, 
leased, or furnished to the covered person, the covered person's resident 
parent, or the covered person's resident sibling. 
(B) Each parent's policy under this Subsection (10) (b) (ii) is liable only for 
the percentage of the damages that the limit of liability of each parent's 
policy of underinsured motorist coverage bears to the total of both parents' 
underinsured coverage applicable to the accident. 
(iii) A covered person's recovery under any available policies may not exceed 
the full amount of damages. 
(iv) Underinsured coverage on a motor vehicle occupied at the time of an 
accident shall be primary coverage, and the coverage elected by a person 
described under Subsections (1)(a) and (b) shall be secondary coverage. 
(v) The primary and the secondary coverage may not be set off against the other. 
(vi) A covered person as described under Subsection (10) (b) (i) is entitled to 
the highest limits of underinsured motorist coverage under only one additional 
policy per household applicable to that covered person as a named insured, 
spouse, or relative. 
(vii) A covered injured person is not barred against making subsequent 
elections if recovery is unavailable under previous elections. 
(viii) (A) As used in this section, "interpolicy stacking" means recovering 
benefits for a single incident of loss under more than one insurance policy. 
(B) Except to the extent permitted by this Subsection (10), interpolicy 
stacking is prohibited for underinsured motorist coverage. 
(c) Underinsured motorist coverage: 
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(i) is secondary to the benefits provided by Title 34A, Chapter 2, Workers1 
Compensation Act; 
(ii) may not be subrogated by the workers' compensation insurance carrier; 
(iii) may not be reduced by any benefits provided by workers1 compensation 
insurance; 
(iv) may be reduced by health insurance subrogation only after the covered 
person has been made whole; 
(v) may not be collected for bodily injury or death sustained by a person: 
(A) while committing a violation of Section 41-la-1314; 
(B) who, as a passenger in a vehicle, has knowledge that the vehicle is being 
operated in violation of Section 41-la-1314; or 
(C) while committing a felony; and 
(vi) notwithstanding Subsection (10)(c)(v), may be recovered: 
(A) for a person under 18 years of age who is injured within the scope of 
Subsection (10)(c)(v) but limited to medical and funeral expenses; or 
(B) by a law enforcement officer as defined in Section 53-13-103, who is 
injured within the course and scope of the law enforcement officer's duties. 
(11) The inception of the loss under Subsection 31A-21-313 (1) for underinsured 
motorist claims occurs upon the date of the last liability policy payment. 
(12) (a) Within five business days after notification in a manner specified by 
the department that all liability insurers have tendered their liability policy 
limits, the underinsured carrier shall either: 
(i) waive any subrogation claim the underinsured carrier may have against the 
person liable for the injuries caused in the accident; or 
(ii) pay the insured an amount equal to the policy limits tendered by the 
liability carrier. 
(b) If neither option is exercised under Subsection (12) (a) , the subrogation 
claim is considered to be waived by the underinsured carrier. 
(13) Except as otherwise provided in this section, a covered person may seek, 
subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, additional coverage under any 
policy: 
(a) that provides coverage for damages resulting from motor vehicle accidents; 
and 
(b) that is not required to conform to Section 31A-22-302. 
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HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
Composite section by the Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel of 
Laws 2003, c. 76, § 2 and Laws 2003, c. 218, § 2. 
Composite section by the Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel of 
Laws 2004, c. 117, § 3; Laws 2004, c. 267, § 7 and Laws 2004, c. 304, § 1. 
Section 2 of Laws 2004, c. 304 provided: 
"Retroactive application. 
" (1) Subsections 31A-22-305(7)(f) and (10) (b) (viii) apply retroactively to any 
claim on or after January 1, 1995 for which as of May 3, 2004, a court of 
competent jurisdiction has not issued a final unappealable judgment or order. 
"(2) The Legislature finds that the retroactive application of Subsections 
31A-22-305(7)(f) and (10)(b)(viii): 
"(a) does not enlarge, eliminate, or destroy vested rights; and 
"(b) clarifies legislative intent." 
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Underinsured motorists, insurer notification, see Utah Admin. Code 590-211. 
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23 Am. Jur. Pi. & Pr. Forms Subrogation § 2, Statutory References. 
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